**STEP 1/ATTACK WEAPONS**

A. Load projectiles. Pull out side panels and rotate to vertical position. Pull back on nose of shark to fire projectiles. B. Flip out tail spikes and rotate wheel to spin. Convert back to beast mode to continue transformation.

---

**STEP 2**

From underneath, lower side panels.

---

**STEP 3**

Extend robot legs up. Remove launcher and set aside.

---

**STEP 4**

A. From the top, separate rear body halves. B. From underneath, raise tail and robot arm.

---

**WARNING**

CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

---
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**STEP 5**
Position tail and robot arm to shark's sides as shown.

**STEP 6**
Rotate chest forward and connect to waist by sliding tabs on the base of chest into the notches on waist.

**STEP 7**
Separate legs and position as shown.

**STEP 8**
Position body panels, fins, and arms.

**STEP 9**
Remove fins and and place in hand as weapon or place launcher in hand. Rotate wheel to make tail weapon spin.

**NOTE:** Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back into shark.
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